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In this paper diagnostics of the zonally-averaged global circulation

in both isobaric and isentropic coordinates are presented. Although diagnos-

tics for the entire FGGE year have been computed, only the results for

January, April, July and October will be shown. The discussion focuses pri-

marily on January or the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation. After a

brief discussion of the data processing procedures the isobaric and isentropic

mass circulations are compared. The meridional distribution of zonally-

averaged diabatic heating is calculated indirectly from the isentropic

meridional mass circulation. In the final portion of the results diagnostics

of relative angular momentum transport in isobaric and isentropic coordinates

are contrasted and the forcing of mean meridional circulations is briefly

discussed.*
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THE MASS AND ANGULAR MMENTIM BALANCE OF THE

ZONALLY-AVERAGD GLOBAL CIRCULATION

* Ronald Do Townsend and Donald R. Johnson

University of Wisconsin-Madison

1. Introduction

A primary objective of atmospheric gene,.Zl circulation research dur-

Ing the past three decades (e.g., Lorenz, 1967; Newell et al., 1970; Starr,

1966; Oort and Rasmusson, 1970; and others) has been to identify physical

processes associated with the forcing and maintenance of the zonally-averaged

global circulation. Investigators have explained the zonally-averaged global

circulation and associated transports of mass, angular momentum, and energy as

a response to differential heating and rotation. Virtually all general circu-

lation research has been conducted in isobaric coordinates. However, exten-

sive research in isobaric coordinates has failed to isolate mean circulations

directly associated with planetary scale heat sources and sinks. Both the

Hadley and Ferrel circulations are restrict-.d in merldional extent from that

expected from thermodynamic considerations and their maintenance depends in

large part on the eddy transports of angular momentum and sensible heat

(Lorenz., 1967).

Alternatively, Johnson and Dutton (see Dutton$ 1976; pages 423-429)

first suggested that a thermally-forced, Hadley-type meridional circulation

spanning a hemisphere occurs within the Isentropical soally-averaged circu-

lation. Limited research in isentropic coordinates (Hendereon, 1971; Zillasn,

1972; Oaslimorep 1973 and Otto, 1974) has fostered the developmeat of an

iseatroplc perspective of the general circulation which i Intriguing and In

may ways different from the Isobaric perspective. Th data set generated

daring the First 0M global Zxperimeat (0 3) provides a u=iqoe opportunity

82 09 28 028
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to Investigate the planetary scale circulation in isobaric and isentropl

coordinates.

In this paper diagnostics of the zonally-averaged global circulation

in both isobaric and isentropic coordinates are presented. Although diasnos-

tics for the entire FGGE year have been computed, only the results for

January, April, July and October will be shown. The discussion focuses pri-

marily on January or the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation. After a

brief discussion of the data processing procedures the isobaric and isentropic

mass circulations are compared. The meridional distribution of zonally-

averaged diabetic heating Is calculated Indirectly from the isentroplc

meridional mass circulation. In the final portion of the results diagnostics

of relative angular momentum transport in isobaric and isentropic coordinates

are contrasted and the forcing of mean meridional circulations is briefly die-

cussed.

2. Data processing

a. Isobaric and isentropic data

The data set used in this study is the FMGI Level lia data set set-

orated by the United States National Meteorological Center (NC) and obtained

through the National Center for Atmospheric Research. The characteristics of

the Level i11a data set and 33C'0s optiau interpolation global data assll-

lation system are fully described by 136's Staff Atmospheric Analysis Bramch

(1979), Fleming et &I. (1979a and 1979b), Bergman (1979), and WePhersom et &L

(1979).

'I



The isobaric data consists of twice daily global analysis fields for

the 12 mandatory pressure levels from 1000 ub to 50 ab on a 2.5.

latitude/longitude grid covering the period December 1978 through November

1979. Parameters extracted directly from the Level i11a analyses include

sonal u) and merldional (v) wind components, temperature (T), geopotential

height (a), and surface pressure.

Global isentropie fields are generated from the isobaric anal2.ses by

a vertical interpolation under the assumption of a linear variation of the

pressure (p) and other parameters with 0 1/1 (8 is potential teperature an

K is the gas constant for dry air (Rd) divided by the specific heat at con-

stant pressure (Cp)). Gridded fields of pressure, the horixontal wind compo-

nents and the Montgomery stream function (#M) are produced at 16 isentropic

levels with 10 K vertical resolution. The vertical extent of the isentropic

data may vary from Northern to Southern Hemispheres and month to month since

the data is processed by hemisphere and the 16 levels analyzed depend expli-

citly on the minimm surface potential temperature observed during the month.

The uinimm vertical extent of the iseutropic analyses for any given observa-

tion time is 370 K. Thus some figures may show nothing above 370 K for a

given hemisphere because of this liaitatios.

?be genralied transport equation for any property per unit mase f

(Johnson and Downesy, 1975a) is expressed by

(p.I,"f + VI4 0 + W" ;tJ f 1

we 0 is the density, J1, is the Jeconan Is/n of tra sfuemtion fr t

Ven"U8 eerdinate a to vi aid U Is the horisontal veloeity. The qU"att

a,2



0. is the Property within an incremental volume element AA An wile the sub-

stantial derivative dn/dt in combination with pinf defines the vertical flux

through quasi-horizontal surfaces of constant n . This form of the transport

equation depends on the use of the meteorological convention of projection of

fields from quasi-spherical surfaces of constant n onto their counterpart

spherical 0rfaces of constant z.

Th zonally-averaged transport equation is

anL i
at _n a to n td

where a Is the earth's radius and the zonal average operator and its deviation

are defined far any quantity g by

frgd2w 01 (3)

This form of the zonally-averaged transport equation for the circumpolar vor-1J
tex provides a basic definition of the balance of a property within the cloe 4

differential tube of cross-sectional area A# An that extends sonally along

constant latitude as suggested by Figure I. The balance in (2) Is between the

tendency of the property within the sonal tube, the net meridional and vetl-

cal transport of the property through the surfaces of the differential tab,.

and the soures end slake 4ithin.*
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The zonal mass-weighted average, the only operator which properly

defines the mean property of the zonal tube, and its deviation are

- --- (4)

f*x f <f>A

With the h drostatic assumption zonally-averaged mass is given by

I a
- -- (5)

where S is gravity.

Note that in hydrostatic isobaric coordinates with pJ, constant (I/g) the

zonal mass-weighted average reduces to the conventional zonal isobaric

average

<f>x  - T (6)

Thus the averaging operator in (4) is applicable to both coordinate systems.ISimilarly, to properly account for the tendency of pJn and f, the
tim mass-weighted average of f and its deviation are defined by

< >€ .-- _ -t
<f>t OR (7)

" . D. -3t

f~t f <fF
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where the time average of g over the period T and its deviatiou are

I

" i -f gdf t . (8)T 0

g8t - g il

Again <g>t reduces to it in hydrostatic isobaric coordinates.

A time and zonal mass-weighted average of f through the combination

of (4) and (7) is defined by

iT

't PJTI<f >
<f>,Xt - - - (9)

;Tin t Win X t

With mass symetry of isobaric coordinates, (9) reduces to the familiar time

and space average, 'A t.

3. The mass balance

a. Isobaric mass circulations

The mean maes circulations will be presented through the use of a

mess strem function (e.g., Oort and lasmusson, 1970). The isobaric mass

4 * stream function Is computed from v,,t by

twa cos d*p(*s, P) a -j :;ktd (10)I

Psfc

e - is latitude, a is the earth's radius, and Psfo Is surface pressare.
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The seasonal and hemispheric variation of the mass circulation

reflects the variation of the zonally-averaged meridional motion (not shown in

the figures). The maximum absolute values for the upper branch of the Hadley

cells range from 1.0 m s-1 in April and October to 1.8 m s- I in July while in

the lower branch vt reaches a maximum of 2.2 m s- 1 in July. The mean

meridional yelocities of the upper and lower branches of the Ferrel circula-

tins are ltween -1.0 and 1.0 m 8- 1 in all months. In the lower branch of

the Southern Hemisphere Ferrel cell the maximum of the poleward motion ranges

from -0.5 m s- I in October to near -0.9 m s- 1 in April and July. In the upper

branch the maximum values are consistently near 0.5 m s- 1 except in April when

its value drops to 0.3 m s- 1. In the mid latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere

the maximum of the zonally-averaged meridional motion in the poleward branch

of the lower levels varies from 0.4 m s-1 in July and October to 0.8 u s-1 in

January, while in the higher levels the largest values of the eqsintorward

motion are near -0.3 m s- I in all months except January when its value reaches

-0.7ms-.

b. Isentropic mass circulations

Within isentropic coordinates the hydrostatic mass distribution

J8't is determined by the zonally-averaged pressure difference between two

Isentroplc surfaces. Figure 6 shows the meridional distribution of PJ1,t and

Pt for January and July. Most of the tropospheric mass Is confined between

290 K and 360 K in tropical latitudes and between 260 K and 320 K in the aid-

latitudes of the winter hemisphere. The convention that pressure on under-

ground isentropes equals the surface pressure, used in the specification of

the mss distribution, results in decreasing values of pJ--, t in the lower

isentropic layers. Such a decrease is not necessarily an indication of a

.-- ----------------



change In stability within the free atmosphere but reflects within the

zone.lly-averaged distribution the mapping of longitudinal segments of the mss

within cold polar air mosses in conjunction with the longitudinal segments of

zero mass where isentropes are contiguous with the earth's surface in warm

sectors of cyclone waves. The field of jP.t is shown to aid In 'relating mean

isentropic and Isobaric structures.

With (3) and (9) the mean meridional motion in quasi-spherical

isentropic coordinates

Is expressed by

ap A,t

<0>),t b e *(12)

The man geostrophic and ageostrophic components of the meridional motion are

At
-<Yg> + <Vag> (13)

Since v Is Identically zero, the mass-weighted, xonally-averaged geostro-

* phic component

X - TS' so 2g(4

sp
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exists in isentropic coordinates through the covariance of the mass (an

inverse static stability measure) and the meridional geostrophie notion* The

isobaric counterpart to this mode is identically zero.

Some physical insight Into mean meridional notion within the isen-

tropic structure is provided by Johnson (1979) through contrasting the struc-

ture of steady and amplifying mid-latltude baroclinic waves.

In the schematic of the horizontal distribution of geopotential and

potential temperature of the steady baroclinic wave (Figure 7a), the geopoten-

tial and temperature waves are assumed to be in phase. Within the zonal ver-

tical cross-section of a layer extending from a lower isentropic surface Ojt to

an upper isentroplc surface Ou, a aldvalue isentropic surface On (e.g.,

Om - 290 K) divides the hypothetical atmosphere into two regions. In the

cross-section, the dotted vertical lines designate trough and ridge positions

that separate regions of poleward and equatorward geostrophic motion.

With a vertical scale linear in pressure, the relative position of

the isentrope shows the greater mass (g1(ap/3O) de) in the layer between 0*

and 0. to be positioned in the trough and lesser mass to be located in the

ridge. The reverse mass distribution occcurs in the layer above Om. With the

in-phase relation of the potential temperature and geopotential fields, the

isentropic mss transport pJ0v is symmetric about the trough line within each

layer. The poleward mass transport by the gostrophic mode forward of the

trough is exactly balanced by equatorward transport to the rear of the trouSh.

Thus the mean merldional geostrophic mess transport vanishes within each

layer.

In the traditional model (Charney, 19471 lady, 1949) of an amplifying

baroclinic wave (Figure $a), the potential temperature wave is assumed to lag

the geopotential wave by a phase anSle 90. In the zonal cross-section, teI

_. ..............



lag of potential temperature introduces a westward tilt of the barocliric

wave. A systematic structure results which provides for polevard geostrophic

mass transport above 290 K and an equatorward mass transport below 290 K.

Poleward motion ahead of the trough and above 290 K is located within a deeper

layer of mass than in the rear of the trough with its equatorward motion.

Beneath 290 K the reverse occurs with more mass moving equatorward in the rear

of the trough than ahead of the trough. Consequently, the mean geostrophic

mass transport of active baroclinic waves within this two-layered structure is

poleward above 290 K and equatorward below 290 K. Thus the components of gee-

strophic mass transport provide a degree of freedom for poleward and equator-

ward branches of a meridional circulation in the isentropic zonally-averaged

structure that do not exist within the isobaric structure. Some aspects of

the degrees of freedom for the mean mass transport within azinuthally-averaged

motion of vortices are discussed by Johnson and Downey (1975 a and b). In

this application to the circumpolar vortex, azimuthal averaging corresponds to

zonal averaging and divergent and non-divergent modes correspond to ageo-

strophic and geostrophic modes, respectively, since the coriolis parameter is

independent of longitude.

The isentropic mass stream function as a function of 4 and 6 Is

$ defined by

*o(C,) - 2wa coo *,f j7),,t <vOkst dO (15)
~OiB

where 03 is the minimum isentropic level of the time averaging period. A in

isobaric coordinates the isentropic mass circulations are balanced so that

d!
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#0(400T ) is zero for any * and 0T equal to the top level of the isentropic
data. This adjustment equates to corrections in <v>At similar in magnitude

to that of 1,t discussed previously.

The isentropic mean meridional circulation in January (Fig. 2)

reveals a large Hadley-type circulation extending throughout the entire

Northern Hemisphere to 150S. The vertical branches forced by planetary scale

heat sources and sinks show mean upward diabatic mass transport in tropical

latitudes and downward mass transport in polar latitudes. The poleward branch

linking tropical and polar latitudes within this mass circulation is located

primarily between the 310 K and 360 K surfaces in low latitudes with the nazi-

mum meridional motion (<v) st) being slightly greater than 1.0 m s" near

350 K in the 0-5*N region. In higher latitudes this branch Is located within

the 290 K to 320 K Isentropic layer where <v> ,t reaches a value of 1.2 a s

The equatorward branch of the Hadley-type circulation extends from Northern

Hemisphere polar latitudes to the tropical regions of the Southern Hemisphere

and lies beneath the poleward branch. This branch is displaced upward to

higher isentropic layers in lower latitudes due in part to energy sources

through sensible heat transfer from the ocean to the atmosphere. Zmplicit In

the tilt of the quasi-horizontal branches of these mass circulations is ams

thermal forcing of the upward and downward mass transport occurring during

meridional exchange.

The geostrophic mass stream function computed by substituting 08>1 .t

for <vA>t In (15) is shown poleward of 10" in each hemisphere in sek of the

figures. The mean mode of geostrophIc mass transport Is comflued prmarily to

eztratropical latitudes and is embedded within the structure of batrslieni

waves. Figure 2 shows a stroug, direct gestrophic ms irculatioe in the

Northern Hemisphere winter while the geostrophtc circulation of the Soetbaft
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Hemisphere Is much weaker. Typical values of <vs> At range from 1.5 to

1.8 m s-1 in the poleward branch of the northern circulation. The forcing of

the geostrophic node of poleward and equatorward merldional mass transport

occurs primarily through respective negative and positive pressure torques

(Johnson and Downey, 1975b; Gallimore and Johnson, 1977), within upper and

lower branches of the mass circulation in aid-latitudes.

The ageostrophic component of the isentropic mass circulations in

figure 2, computed with <vaS>1,t in (15), reveals a direct Hadley circulation

in low latitudes and an indirect Ferrel circulption in mid-latitudes. A

comparison of the ageostrophic mass circulations in isobaric (in isobaric

coordinates ', 'Is identical with Vags ,t) and isentropic coordinates shows

the remarkable similarity in both the position and intensity for each of the

Hadley and Ferrel cells. The mean ageostrophic meridional velocities in the

upper and lower branches of the low latitude Hadley cell are 1.3 a s - and

-1.3 a s "1, respectively, which are close to the corresponding isobaric values

of l.t (.14 a s I and -1.2 u s - I ) presented earlier. The respective maxiuma

values of (vagS9t In the equatorward and poleward branches of the Northern

Hemisphere isentroplc Perrel circulations are -0.7 a s-I and 0.9 u s "I. These

values also compare favorably with those given for the corresponding isobaric

Ferrel circulation (-0.7 u s-1 and 0.8 a sl). Comparison of the mean

ageostrophIc merldional velocities in Isentropic and isobaric coordinates

yields similar results for the Southern Hemisphere Ferrel cell.

The seasonal variation of the isentropic mass circulations is evident

is figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. In April and October the Isentropic tadley-type

circulations span both the Northern and Southern Realspheres. The geotropblc

mode dominates In extratropical latitudes. In July the strong Hadley-type

tirculation that etends from the high southern latitudes to netr 209 Is i

. ..1 ... ..... ' ,~, ' : "'' " I . T : -/ - S "?-- -' -
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part associated with the Asiatic summer monsoon. Its Northern Relsphere

counterpart in July is weak. During all months the isentroplc ageostrophLc

circulations display patterns similar to the isobaric low-latitude Hadley and

mld-latitude Ferrel circulations. The similarity of isentropic and isobaric

ageostrophic uses circulations in atmospheric domains with mass structures

that tend to be symmetric about the axis of rotation is to be expected from

the analysis of Johnson and Downey (1975) since the geostrophic mode of mass

transport would tend to vanish. Such is the case in tropical latitudes. The

similarity of the ageostrophic modes in domains with longitudinal variations

of mass could not be isolated in the earlier analysis since in isentropic

coordinates a degree of freedom exists for differences associated with the

statistic (pJe)'vagA . This statistic vanishes if the zonal variations of

mass and ageostrophic meridional motion are not correlated. Although this has

not been ascertained In the preliminary analyses, the remarkable similarity of

the isobaric and isentropic mean meridional ageostrophic motion suggests that

the covariance is minimal. Given the relatively large value of mean ageo-

strophic meridional motion in comparison with the mean geostrophic notion

in Isentropic coordinates, it is not readily apparent that the Ferrel circu-

lation can be viewed as a secondary circulation within the zonally-averaged

structure*

4. Neridional distribution of diabetic heating

The polaward and equatorvard branches of the isentropic man Radley-

type nerldLonal circulations link vertical branches associated with planetary

scale heat sources and sinks. Implicit in these mass circulations is the

thermal forcing of upward and downward mass transport through atmospheric

stratification by differential diabetic heating. Through the continuity rela-
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tionship the seridional and vertical distribution of the mean diabetic beating

can be determined indirectly from the meridional mass transport.

Diabetic heating is computed in the coordinate system (A, a sin 0 0)

In order to express the zonally-integrated structure by equal incremental vol-

umes and equalize the uncertainty, Thus the inferred heating rates become

sass-weighted, tine and zonal averages representing equal areal increments of

the atmosphere. For simplicity these values are referred to as zonally-

averaged diabatic heating.

Mass-weighted, zonally-averaged distributions of total diabetic

heating for four months of FGGE are shown in Figure 9. In January the heating

maximum that is undoubtedly associated with the moist convection of the

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is captured quite nicely near 15"S with

values of near 1.0 K day "I at 330 K. An important secondary heat source

appears In middle latitudes in association with sensible and latent energy

added within mid-latitude cyclonic circulations. The heating of near

2.0 K day-1 that occurs in the lowest isentropic layers is in all probability

associated with the strong sensible heat transfer from the ocean to the atmos-

phere eastward of the Asian and North American continents. Downward mass

transport of the higher latitudes and the higher layers is associated with the

,2 excess of lose of energy through emission of long wave radiation over other

processes of heat addition. The cooling in polar regions exceeds -1.0 K day " 1

in the northern polar region.

Seasonal variations in the location and strength of the large scale

heat sources and sinks are evident from the profiles in Figure 9. Beating of

the tropics and the lower layers of the northern aid-latitudes persists in

* April and October. Consistent with the intense mass circulation of July Is

the strong net diabetic heating in the Northern Hemisphere tropics and net
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• cooling in the Southern Hemisphere tropice. With the latent heating of the

XTCZ, particularly the summer Asian Monsoon in the Northern Hemisphere,

zonally-averaged heating of over 1.0 K day- 1 occurs throughout a deep layer

from 310 K to 330 K near 10"N. The tropical region of the Southern Hemisphere

Is dominated by diabatic cooling which must be attributable to strong infrared

radiation ssion and also possibly evaporative processes associated with the

extensive clouds that are advected from adjacent regions of the deep convec-

tion associated with the monsoon. Loss of energy through infrared radiation

Is maximizmd in these regions through the combination of a dry troposphere

overlying a warm, moist and partially cloudy lower atmosphere beneath the

trade wind inversion.

Nerldional profiles of vertically and zonally-averaged total diabetic

heating are presented in Figure 10. The vertical averages in Figure 10 are

mass-weighted and take into account heating or cooling over a variable depth

of the atmosphere determined by the isentropic mass distribution (e.g.,

Fig. 6). These profiles primarily reflect the latitudinal distribution of the

dominant features and physical processes emphasized in the preceding discus-

sion. As expected the maximum of heating in tropical latitudes shifts

seasonally and is largest in the Northern Hemisphere tropics of its sumner

season. The heating maximum in mid-latitudes Is most pronounced and organized

In January and April. During July and October aid-latitude heating is com-

posd of two relatively smaller but 41stinct maximums. Such features are uch

les pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere id-latitudes due in part to the

lack of a continent-ocean contrast within the westerlies that provides for the

oceanic latent and sensible energy supply through freqentecold outbreaks over

relatively warm oceans.
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so Angular momentum balance

a. Isobaric coordinates

The zonal wind profiles upt' and the averaged meridional transport of

*relative angular momentum during FGGE are also similar to previous results

(Lorenz, 1967; Oort and Rasmusson, 1970; and others)* The time and zonally-

averaged u-component for January and July Is presented In Figure 11. In Jewu-

ary strong westerlies dominate both hemispheres with weak tropical easterlies

In the lower troposphere. In July the Southern Hemisphere westerlies are

stronger and display two maxima: one at 3083 near 200 mb and the other near

60*S above 100 ube Easterly winds dominate the tropical latitudes wile the

westerlies in northern latitudes are substantially weaker in July.

The transport of relative angular momentum across a latitude

*Is given by

- -O f Lidp .(16)

Psfc

The transport In (16) is also partitioned into the three components

* representing the transport by the mms mridional circulation, standing

eddies, and transient circulat.@ns, respec tively. rigeree 12 and 13 displa

the vertical sad meridional distribution of relat'.ve angular momentum trass-
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port for January and July. Vertically-integrated profiles of isobaric angular

momentum transport are shown in Figure 14.

In isobaric coordinates the transient component is the dominant mode

of angular momentum transport in January. It is poleward at virtually all

latitudes in each hemisphere. The standing eddy transport is significant in

northern subtropical and middle latitudes while the mean meridional transport

by the Hadley cell is important in low latitudes only. Angular momentum

transport in July reveals a similar picture. Poleward transport by transient

and mean meridional circulations dominates the middle and low latitudes,

respectively, of the Southern Hemisphere. The lack of a land-ocean contrast

in the extratropical latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere appears to restrict

transport by the standing eddies to a relatively minor role.

b. Isentrovic coordinates

In contrasting the results from isobaric and isentropic analyses, it

is important to realize that the vertically-integrated transport of an atuos-

pheric property across a latitudinal boundary of the circumpolar vortex unt

remain Inveriant with respect to different coordinate systems. However, the

mean and eddy transport nodes within a vortex with zonal symmetries are coor-

dinate dependent (Johnson and Downey, 1975a). Conceptually, an isentropic mean

meridional circulation spanning the hemisphere could provide the required

poleward angular momentum transport. Before addressing this point, it is

interesting to contrast the sonally-averaged velocity and momentum structures

of isobaric and Lsentropic coordinates.

The isentropie structure of the averae zonal wind <09ugt for January

and July are presented in pert of Figure 15. Its structure is similar to its

Isobaric counterpart in Figure It. The comparison is lited only by the

V ,... ... .... ..r ...-
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vertical extent of the isentropic data. The isentropic structure of the

sonally-averaged momentum component Gp eu1 t or PJi' it <u>t t) shw in part

of Figure 15 presents an interesting contrast with the average zonal wind.

Distinct momentum cores appear in the Isentropic structure for January and

July. This latter momentum distribution 6pJ41,t <u>Xt) reflects the larger

mss located In the middle isentropic layers and lesser mass in lower and

higher iseutropic layers.

In isentropic coordinates the vertically-integrated transport of

resative angular momentum across a latitude # is expressed by

V()-2w a2 co*2 *f 71019t~ <uv9 ,t de (18)

ad ame Is Figure 14 for comparison with the isobaric results.

Similar to (17) the transport In (18) partitioned into

4mos - w)Aot w<v>At + «<u>t A <v>t A>.A + <u t v t>Al,t (19)

repreents, transport by mean meridional, standing eddy, and transient circu-

latiee The vertical and meridional distribution of relative angular

momentum transport by the three components is given for January and July In

* Figures 16 and 17.

* The vertically-integrated total transport of relative angular momen-

tum for January In figure 14 is virtually identical In isentropic and Isobaric

coordinates. In addition vertically-integrated transport by the standing

eddies is nearly the same in both coordinate systems. Mean angular momentun

transport by the iseutropic, hemispheric Radley-type circulation is poleverd

at all northern latitudes,, while the mean poleward transport is confined to
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diabatic heating, i.e., a thermally-forced component. This thermally-forced

component of angular momentum transport, isolated through the use of isen-

tropic diagnostics, is apparently linked to the transient component of angular

momentum transport in isobaric coordinates within the phenomena of active

baroclinic waves.

Johnson and Downey (1975a) emphasize that statistical partitioning of

transport processes in isobaric and isentropic coordinates may yield different

results for the component modes of transport due to inherent symmetric or

asymmetric structures of the mass distribution Vithin the respective coordi-

nate systems. The differences in the statistics presented in these results

substantiate that mean and eddy transport modes are coordinate dependent.

These differences do not stem from a non-uniqueness of atmospheric structure

but emerge from a non-uniqueness of statistics computed in different coordi-

nate systems, i.e., the mean and deviation of physical variables and processes

are determined from integration-over portions of the atmosphere in one coordi-

nate system which are not identical with the counterpart in the zonally-

averaged structure of another coordinate system.

6. Forcing of mean meridional circulations

The forcing of mean meridional circulations within the ditcumpolar

vortex has been isolated through the application of Elssen's perspective.

Uliassen (1951) shows that in a hydrodynamically stable vortex a heat source

(sink) forces motion upward (downward) through isentropic stratification along

a surface of constant absolute angular momentum toward lower (higher) pressure

and a source (sink) of angular momentum or a positive (negative) torque forces

motion along an isentropic surface away from (towards) the axis of rotation.
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Kuo (1956) demonstrated that the existence of the Hadley and Ferrel circula-

tions ia isobaric coordinates can be explained only by considering the conver-

gence (divergence) of the large-scale eddy transport of sensible heat and

angular momentum as sources (sinks) of heat and angular momentum, respec-

tively.

The results of a mean, Hadley-type meridional circulation in isentro-

pic coordinates elucidates the dominance of a mean geostrophic mode of mass

transport in mid-latitudes and an ageostrophic mode in low latitudes. The

mean geostrophic circulation is explicitly related to pressure torques. Pole-

ward geostrophic mass transport within a vortex occurs in conjunction with

negative pressure torques, while equatorward geostrophic mass transport occurs

with positive pressure torques. Over a uniform earth surface the sum of the

negative torques must be equal and opposite to the sum of the positive pres-

sure torques. At the same time angular momentum is transferred from the

branch of a circulation with poleward geostrophic motion to the branch with

equatorward geostrophic motion through the toentropic stratification by the

action of pressure torques and pressure stresses (Johnson and Downey, 1975b;

Johnson, 1980). Within the asymmetric wave regime of extratropical latitudes

the mass-weighted zonally-averaged pressure gradient force yields a net nega-

tive torque in the upper isentropic layers and a net positive torque in lower

layers. In aid-latitudes the upper poleward branch of the mean meridional

circulation is forced by this negative pressure torque while the equatorward

branch of lower isentropic layers is forced by the dominance of a positive

pressure torque over a negative friction torque (Gallimore and Johnson, 1977).

In low latitudes with its lack of geaostrophy a positive friction torque asso-

ciated with the low level easterlies forces equatorward ageostrophic motion in
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lower layers that links with the equatorward geostrophic notion of aid-

latitudes. Divergence of the eddy transport of angular momentum acts as a

negative torque in the upper isentropic layers of the subtropics and forces

ageostrophic poleward notion which links with the upper geostrophic branch of

aid-latitudes.

The vertical branches of the isentropic mean mass circulation are

forced explicitly by diabatic heating. Emission of long wave radiation in

polar regions forces downward mass transport while latent energy release aso-

ciated with moist convection .forces upward mass transport in tropical regions.

The upward vertical branch of the aid-latitude mean geostrophic circulation Is

forced by sensible heating in the boundary layer and latent heat release asso-

ciated with extratropical cyclones. In isentropic coordinates the eddy trans-

port of heat is not an explicit forcing term since the mass-weighted zonally-

averaged transport of energy (sensible heat plus potential energy) in aid-

latitudes is accemplished by the thermally-forkced, mean meridional circula-

tion.

7o Summary

A diagnostic study of the mass, angular momentum, and energy balance

of the global circulation for the FGGE year has been initiated using the Level

Xila data set generated by NMC. No attempt was made to assess the quality or

the Impact of special PGGE data with respect to an objective analysis scheme.

Iven with the increased amount of real time data available during FGGE, the

quantity of data from the Southern Remisphere is probably not adequate to

resolve the circulation features of the southern latitudes to a degree compa-

rable to the Northern Remisphere. Until the Level XXlb data set is processed,

the Level IIa fields are most likely the best global analyses available. In

.Img
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addition, the FGGE Level lia data set provides a common base for a diagnostic

study of the global circulation in both isobaric and isentropic coordinates*

The preliminary results presented in this paper are limited to mass

and angular momentum transport diagnostics of the time and zonally-averaged

circulation in isobaric and isentropic coordinates. A more extensive analysis

of the coup ete mass, momentum and energy balance of the global circulation is

in progress. From the results to date the contrast of energy (sensible heat

plus potential energy) transport confirms the importance of both mean and eddy

transport modes in isobaric coordinates while revealing that the mean mode of

energy transport within the zonally-averaged isentropic structure is of pri-

mary importance.

Recognizing the added dimensions for views of the balance of the gen-

eral circulation provided by a time-averaged circulation mean and transient

decomposition of transport processes (Blackmon et al., 1977; Lau, 1978; Lau

et al., 1978), time-averaged isobaric and isentropic statistics have also been

computed and analyses have been-initiated. Preliminary diagnostic results of

three-dimensional, time-averaged mass circulations in isentropic coordinates

are presented in a companion paper by Johnson and Townsend (1980). Future

work will focus on resolving the three-dimensional structure of standing and

transient modes of transport within the isentropic framework.

Diagnostics of the mass and angular momentum balance of the time and

sonally-averaged global circulation for the FGGE year support the current

perspective of the general circulation in isobaric coordinates. The isobaric

mean meridional circulations include low latitude Radley and aid-latitude

Ferrel circulations forced in part by*the eddy transport of heat and angular

momentum. The required poleward transport of angular momentum is provided

primarily by a sean meridional circulation in low latitudes and transient andr !
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standing eddy circulations in middle latitudes. These diagnostics reinforce

the perspective that active baroclinic waves are the dominant transport mech-

anism in extratropical latitudes of the zonally-averaged circulation.

The perspective of the forcing and maintenance of the sonally-

averaged circumpolar vortex evolving within an isentropic framework is funda-

mentally different. The zonally-averaged diabatic heating distribution calcu-

lated from the isentropic mean meridional circulation reveals realistic sea-

sonal variations in the strength and location of heat sources and sinks of the

zonally-averaged atmosphere. Isentropic mean mass circulations explicitly

link planetary scale heat sources and sinks and display a scale of atmospheric

response that is directly determined by the scale of thermodynamic forcing.

The mean geostrophic mode of mass transport occurring within the wave regime

is a component of the response to large scale differential heating. Thus

active baroclinic waves which reveal mean geostrophic transport of mass and

energy as primary transport modes become a phenomena of response directly

linked with differential heating. The strength of the Isentropic mass

circulation, the intensity of the circumpolar vortex, and the degree of

differential heating are all explicitly related in isentropic coordinates.

The diagnostic results of angular momentum transport in isentropic

coordinates show that transport by the isentropic mean maridional circulation

is also important in both middle and low latitudes and combines with standing

eddy and transient modes to provide the observed balance. Zonally- and

vertically-integrated angular momentum transport profiles suggest that angular

matun transport by the transient node in isobaric coordinates in middle

latitudes is linked to angular momentum transport by both thermally-forced,

man meridional and transient modes in isentropie coordinates within the

structure of amplifying aid-latitude baroclinic waves, The results verify
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that the role of mean and eddy transport modes is coordinate dependent.

Within the isentropic framework the relative modes of transport of angular

momentum also differ between Northern and Southern Nemispheres. The isen-

tropic structure of mean meridional and transient transport of angular momen-

tun has not been completely resolved and requires further investigation.

Angular momentum balance is achieved through a combination of processes Which

entail global scale thermally-forced transport processes, boundary conditions

and non-linear interaction within the baroclinic wave domain of middle lati-

tudes. Insight into interaction of mid-latitude baroclinic waves with embed-

ded transient extratropical cyclones and larger scale transport processes

remains a challenge within the isentropic perspective of the forcing and

maintenance of the circumpolar vortex.
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/ Figure Legends

Figure 1. Schematic of closed differential tube of cross-sectional
area d~dn.

Figure 2. Mass stream function for the isobaric and sentropic mean
meridional circulations for January 1979 (units, 1010 kg a-1).
Arrows indicate the direction of the circulation.

Figure 3. Mass stream function for the isobaric and isentropic mean
meridional circulations for April 1979 (units, 1010 kg s-1).
Arrows indicate the direction of the circulation.

Fiure 4. Mass stream function for the isobaric and isentropic mean
meridional circulitions for July 1979 (units, 1010 kg s-1).
Arrows indicate the direction of the circulation.

Figure 5. Mass stream function for the isobaric and isentropic mean
meridional circulations for October 1979 (units, 1010 kg a-4).
Arrows indicate the direction of the circulation.

Figure 6. Meridional cross-sections of time and zonally-averaged pressure
on an isentropic surface for January(a) and July(b) of 1979
(units, 102 mb) and time and zonally-averaged hydrostatic mass
distribution (ro) for January(c) and July(d) of 1979 (units,
10 kg ji 2 r- 1).

Figure 7. Schematics of horizontal (X,f) and vertical (k,p) distributions
of geopotential and potential temperature within a steady
baroclinic wave. In the zonal, vertical cross-section the dashed
lines designate trough and ridge positions which separate regions
of poleward and equatorward geostrophic motion within two
isentropic layers. The layer in 7b extends from a lower isentrope
* to an intermediate isentrope 6M to an upper isentrope Ou
(figure after Johnson, 1979).

Figure 8. Schematic of amplifying baroclinic wave, see legend of Figure 7
for structural details (figure after Johnson, 1979).

Figure 9. Herdional cross-sections of mass-weighted, tine and zonally-
averaged diabetic heatin for January, April, July, and October
1979 (units, 10"1 K day-).

Figure 10. Mass-meighted vertical average of time and sonally-averaged
diabetic heating for January, April, July, and October 1979
(Wmite, K day- ,).

Fiure 11. Mbridional cross-sections of time and lonSit1dinally-averaged
mel wind component (B) In isobaric coordinates for January ad
Jely 1979 (units, a *-I).

- ____



Figure 12. Meridional cross-sections of the total, mean meridional, standing
eddy, and transient transport of relative angular momentum in
isobaric coordinates for January 1979 (units, 1016 kg U2 s- 2 mb-1 ).

Figure 13. Meridional cross-sections of the total, mean meridional, standing
eddy, and transient transport of relative angular momentum in
isobaric coordinates for July 1979 (units, 1016 kg =2 S-2 mb-1).

Figure 14. Meridional profiles of vertically integrated transport of total
relative angular momentum and its component parts for January and
July 1979 in isobaric coordinates(a and b) and isentropic
coordinates(c and d) (units, 1019 kg m2 s- 2).

Figure 15. Meridional cross-sections of mass-weighted, time and longitudinally-
averaged zonal wind component, la, (a and b) in isentropic coordinates
(units, a s- 1) and time and longitudinally-averaged momentum,
PU, (c and d) in isentropic coordinates for January and July 1979
(units, 102 (kg m s-1 ) m- 2 K71).

Figure 16. Meridional cross-sections of the total, mean meridional, standing
eddy, and transient transport of relative angular momentum in
Isentropic coordinates for January 1979 (units, 1017 kg M2 9-2 K-1 ).

Figure 17. Meridional cross-sections of the total, mean meridional, standing
eddy, and transient transport of relative angular momentum in
Isentropic coordinates for July 1979 (units, 1017 kg M2 g-2 K-I).
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Figure 1. Schematic of closed differential tube of cross-sectonal
area dOdn.
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Figure 7. Schematics of horizontal (A# and vertical (X,p)
distributions of geopotential and potential temperature within a
steady baroclinic wave. In the zonal, vertical cross-section the
dashed lines designate trough and ridge positions which separate

* regions of poleward and equatorward geostrophic motion within two
* ~isentropic layers. The layer in 7b extends from a lower iskent rope B

to an Intermediate isentrope e0 to an upper isentrope 89 (Figure
after Johnson, 1979).U



Figure 8. Schematic of amplifying.baroclinic wave, see legend of
Figure 7 for structural details (Figure after Johnson, 1979).
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Janury and July 1979 (units, a a-1).
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